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A Beacon is not a destination - It just helps to light the way

The Legendary Sam Steel

Who is this Canadian / Albertan Mason?
Check out Part 2 starting on page 16

Samuel Benfield Steele became a legend in his own lifetime officer and
soldier, and a Mason, he made history for 30 incredible Years.

October was Masonic Higher Education Bursary Fund month
but you can still donate and get that tax recipt. Making a donation is easy through CanadaHelps. Go to the Grand Lodge
web page and click on the “Donate Now” icon - see sample
below. Remember to put your Lodge number in the message field.

http:www.freemasons.ab.ca/primary/
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District Challenge




RW Bro. Grant Dixon
District Deputy Grand Master,
Central District
Grand Lodge of Alberta, AF&AM
Mailing address:

Box 8957,
Sylvan Lake, AB T4S 1S6
Phone:

403-848-4333
Email:

grantdixon@shaw.ca

Each Lodge is assigned a Lodge to visit during the Masonic Year and present an Education paper or event!
Take as many visitors as possible with you!
Let other Lodges know when and what your topic will
be!

Innisfail #8

Visits

Beacon #190

Eureka #10

Visits

Lochearn #151

Red Deer #12

Visits

Apollo #27

Mountain View #16

Visits

Kitchener #95

Britannia #18

Visits

Kenilworth #29

Apollo #27

Visits

Innisfail #8

Kenilworth #29

Visits

Eureka #10

Kitchener #95

Visits

Red Deer #12

Lochearn #151

Visits

Mountain View #16

Beacon #190

Visits

Britannia #18
Official Visits

Central District Lodges - Meeting Nights
Innisfail #8

Innisfail

3rd Thursday

8:00 PM

Dec 15, 2011

Eureka #10

Lacombe

4th Tuesday

8:00 PM

Nov. 22, 2011

Red Deer #12

Red Deer

2nd Tuesday

7:30 PM

Jan. 10, 2012

Mountain View #16

Olds

1st Monday

8:00 PM

Britannia #18

Ponoka

1st Wednesday

8:00 PM

Apollo #27

Stettler

3rd Thursday

8:00 PM

Kenilworth #29

Red Deer

1st Tuesday

7:30 PM

Kitchener #95

Rimbey

2nd Tuesday

7:30 PM

Lochearn #151

Rocky Mountain House 2nd Thursday

7:30 PM

Beacon #190

Red Deer

7:30 PM

4th Monday

Feb. 7, 2012

Mar. 26, 2012

Some Lodges have a meal before the Lodge meeting - check for times

Central District Web Page

http://mastermason.com/Beacon190/ddgm.htm
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Smaller of two
Remembrance
Day ceremonies
in Red Deer at
the cenotaph on
Ross Street. People lined up to
shake the hands
of the War Vets,
Military and
RCMP to say
―Thank-you‖

“Say old man, we have spoken so often that I can say
that and know you won't disown me. Why do we keep
all those pictures of the past Masters on the wall for
at least 100 years?”
―Well, I guess it is to remind us of how far back we
go as a local Lodge, and who we have to thank for our
Lodge. If you think about it these old Masters had to
deal with wood or coal heat, they had to deal with
where to tie up the teams of horses the older farmers
brought in from their farms, and how would you like
to do lectures with only a chart to teach from? The
memory work and lessons were learned only
from mouth to ear. Remember, only a few could read
or write, so how else could you learn the work? Keep
in mind oil lamps were common and electricity was
new. Many of these early leaders were in the Civil
War, and had that to remind them of how important
Masonic beliefs were, and how it was on both sides of
that war. Then there was World War I, World War II, Korea, The Berlin Wall, Vietnam, The
Cold War, Desert Storm, up to the present time. How so many of them served their nation,
to save what we so often take for granted. This, and all the Masons who served under each
of these Lodge Masters is what I remember when I look at them and then I know just why I
tyle the Lodge each meeting. I may even hear them open their Lodge.‖
“Wow I never thought of it that way. I think I will look at them again after coffee. Coming?”
WB Harley Johnson MPS, GL of MN

Live for today; Plan for tomorrow; Remember yesterday
---- AESOP
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Brethren assemble to take part in the laying of a wreaths at the main gathering for Remembrance Day Ceremonies in Red Deer. Pictured with the
DDGM are members from all three Red Deer Lodges - Red Deer #12, Kenilworth #29 & Beacon #190

Beacon #190 continue their tradition by having HEBF presentations done at a Lodge meeting
with the parents of the recipients in attendance. Bro. Hood (upper right in picture) presented
a short explanation and history of the awards. Hood. The whole presentation gave the recipients and their parents some understanding of where the funds come from.
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Some pictures are from prior years - next year lets get pictures of all the recipients in our District. Show the Masons
of the District where their funds are going. These young
people are our future ...
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Remember
YOU are the HEBF
$0.10 per day =
$36.50 per year =
approx. 75 grants
per year
November 2011
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You are invited to join
the Brethren of Kenilworth #29 at their

74th Annual Moose Supper
Tuesday December 6th
Freemason Hall
4811 - 58 Street, Red Deer, AB
Social - 5:30 pm
Supper - 6:30 pm
Lodge Tyles - 7:30 pm
Tickets $15.00 - Cash Bar

For tickets and information please contact:
Bro. Will Gross, J.W.
ti2wgo@hotmail.com
403-588-6275
Any resemblance between the Officers of Kenilworth Lodge
and the characters on this page - is just your imagination.
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From The West by Mark Honert, Senior Warden

Operation: Northeast Angle
This month Beacon Lodge #190 is preparing for the third annual Operation: Northeast Angle. This project is inspired by the Northeast Angle lecture that we all heard upon our initiation into Freemasonry. At that time we were all called upon ―to exercise that virtue which
may justly be denominated the distinguishing characteristic of a Freemason’s heart: I mean
Charity.‖ At that moment we all responded in the same manner. We had nothing to give.
However, we would give if we had the power.
Now we all have the power to give. We can give of our time, of our wisdom, or of our finances. The objective of Operation: Northeast Angle this year is to purchase the food for
the Loaves and Fishes Christmas dinner, serve the meal, and help with the clean up. The
people at Loaves and Fishes will cook the meal. You can help the less fortunate in one or
more of the following ways:
1. Monetary Donations. Cheques can be made payable to:
Mark Honert, 11 Kendrew Drive, Red Deer, Alberta T4P 3V2
Telephone: 403-986-1403 — E-mail: mhonert@shaw.ca
2. Purchase Food For Dinner. I will have a long shopping list and will need help buying the
groceries and delivering it to Loaves and Fishes. This will be done on Monday, December
12, 2011.
3. Serve Christmas Dinner. This will be done on Wednesday, December 14, 2011 from 5:00
to 6:30 p.m.
4. Help Clean Up. This will happen from approximately 6:30 to 8:00 p.m.
5. Contribute To The Bag of Fraternal Assistance in September, October or November at the
regular meetings of Beacon Lodge 190 - or make a donation through Mark.
Upon our initiation each of us were told to ―be especially careful to maintain in their fullest
splendour those truly Masonic ornaments, benevolence and charity.‖ Therefore, anything
you feel disposed to give, no matter how small, will be thankfully received and faithfully
applied. I hope you will cheerfully embrace the opportunity of practicing that virtue, charity, you profess to admire.
Fraternally yours,
Mark Honert

Brethren, This was Bro. Mark’s message in the November Summons
for Beacon #190. Bro. Mark has also visited - and been well received
- several Lodges and Concordant Bodies. If you would like to take
part - or run something similar in your community - give Bro. Mark a
call. Masons working quietly to support the community.
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Central Alberta
Lodge of Perfection
Christmas Dinner
Tuesday December 20th
Lacombe Freemason Hall
4722 – 49B Ave, Lacombe AB
Refreshments 6:00 pm – Dinner 6:30 pm
Tickets $25.00 – cash bar
Special Guests & Speakers:

Chantal & Thomasina Payne
along with their parents Marie & Chester.
Both young ladies have been Contestants & Medalists
at the Special Olympics and World Games.

All Masons and guests are welcome.
In lieu of a Christmas Gift Exchange,
please bring a wrapped Christmas gift for a child
(mark gift as to Gender and Age
- most needed 10 - 15 year olds)

For tickets & Information contact Bro. Hal Neis
403-788-2126 or hbneis@gmail.com
Tickets may be paid for at the door, however, please
confirm attendance to Bro. Hal by December 15 th
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The Grand Master paid an unexpected
visit to Lochearn #151, in Rocky
Mountain House at their November
10th meeting. He was accompanied
by his Grand Steward VWB Bob Thachuk from Sherwood #183. Pictures
above at the alter of Lochearn #151 is
WM Ron "Scottie" Vickers, WM;
MWB Peter Dunlop, G M GLA and
VWB Bob Thachuk, G S.

Will Rogers, who died in a 1935 plane crash, was one of the greatest political sages this country has ever known.
Some of his sayings:
1. Never slap a man who's chewing tobacco.
2. Never kick a cow chip on a hot day.
3. There are two theories to arguing with a woman. Neither works.
4. Never miss a good chance to shut up.
5. Always drink upstream from the herd.
6. If you find yourself in a hole, stop digging.
7. The quickest way to double your money is to fold it and put it back into your pocket.
8. There are three kinds of men:

The ones that learn by reading.
The few who learn by observation.
The rest of them have to pee on the electric fence and find out for themselves.
(Continued on page 22)
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Beacon #190
48th Annual
Burns Night Dinner
Monday January 23, 2012
Red Deer Freemason Hall
4811 - 52 Street
Tickets $20.00 - Cash Bar
Refreshments 5pm - Dinner 6:00pm

Lodge Tyles at 7:30pm
RW Bro. David Roth , Deputy Grand Master GLA will be in attendance
Guest Speaker for the evening will be Michael Dawe, an Historian, Archivist and Author (5 books published with 2 pending).
A 5th generation Central Albertan, who in his spare time writes
a weekly column for the Red Deer Express and the occasional
column for the Red Deer Advocate & Sylvan Lake News. He is
currently on secondment from the Red Deer and District Archives to work on Red Deer's centennial as a City in 2013. Although Michael is not a Mason, he is very knowledgeable concerning the early Freemasons in Red Deer and there impact on
the growth of our community.
For Information & Tickets contact:
Bro. Scott Wambolt, JW (403) 304-5223 or Scott.wambolt@tarmonline.com
W Bro. Jordan Sinclair, WM (403) 505-5442 or xtrememtbkr@hotmail.com
Bro Mark Honert, SW (403) 896-4465 or mhonert@shaw.ca
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Cowboy Poetry

Nobody was keeping' score --

Jake, the rancher, went one day

'I've always heard,' Jake said to Pete,

to fix a distant fence.
The wind was cold and gusty
and the clouds rolled gray and dense.
As he pounded the last staples in
and gathered tools to go,
the temperature had fallen,
wind and snow began to blow.
When he finally reached his pickup,
he felt a heavy heart.
From the sound of that ignition,
he knew it wouldn't start.
So Jake did what most of us
would do if we'd been there.
He humbly bowed his balding head
and sent aloft a prayer.
As he turned the key for the last time

He softly cursed his luck.
They found him 3 days later,
frozen stiff in that old truck.
Now Jake had been around in life
and done his share of roaming.
But when he saw Heaven, he was shocked,
It looked just like Wyoming!
Of all the saints in Heaven,
His favorite was St. Peter.

in Heaven, time is free.
'that God will answer prayer,
But one time I asked for help,
he just plain wasn't there.'
'Does God answer prayers of some,
and ignore the prayers of others?
That don't seem exactly square -I know all men are brothers.'
'Or does HE randomly reply,
Without good rhyme or reason?
Maybe, it's the time of day,
The weather or the season.'
'Now I ain't trying to act smart,
it's just the way I feel.
And I was wondering', could you tell me -What the heck's the deal?!'
Peter listened very patiently
and when Jake was done,
There were smiles of recognition,
And he said, 'So, you're the one!!'
That day your truck, it wouldn't start,
and you sent your prayer a flying,
you gave us all a real bad time,
with hundreds of us trying.'

They sat & talked a minute or two,
Or maybe it was three.
The Beacon - Central District Masonic Newsletter
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'A thousand angels rushed,
To check the status of your file.
But you know, Jake, we hadn't heard
from you in quite a long, long while.'
'And though all prayers are answered,
And God ain't got no quota,

This Cowboy Poem was copied from the
―Laughing Corner‖ from the ―Masonic
Forums‖ at mastermason .com. The site
that hosts our Masonic Web sites;

http://forum.mastermason.com

HE didn't recognize your voice,
and started a truck in Minnesota.'

BETTER KEEP IN TOUCH!
Below is an article I think you will like to see. It comes from the Philalethes magazine from the year
1946.There was no name provided for the writer: It appear the writer is quoting another writer – a Brother Mason from Great Britain.

Masonry As An Investment
By the most of us, investment has to do with money or its equivalent, but a Mason writes in an English magazine about "Masonry as an Investment."
"You cannot buy Masonry, no man ever did or ever will. You do not buy it when
you pay your fees or dues, you simply gain by these opportunities to get Masonry. Where is your investment then, you ask. Let me tell you.
If you become a Mason you put into Masonry more than money, more than anything you have or possess, that you measure by pounds or shillings, you put
your life into it. Unless you can and do put your life into it, unless you let Masonry direct your life, you have no investment, you get little or nothing from Masonry.
"Life is in constant conflict between good and evil. Masonry aids the Mason to
choose the good rather than the evil. Dominating the Mason's life Masonry creates the habit of choosing the good, with the result that it helps him to develop
character. You may have wealth and put your money in to paying propositions
but you can make no investment that will pay you greater dividends than Masonry will if you make Masonic effort to build character.
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THE FELLOWCRAFT
Why

are Masons of the Second Degree called Fellowcrafts?

Originally it was "Fellows of the Craft," from the old operative system. Freemasonry simply continued the
old custom.

Why is it said that a Fellowcraft is "passed"?
It alludes to his having passed through the porch to the middle chamber of the Temple, the place in which Fellow Crafts received their wages.

What is the meaning of FELLOW?
This old and beautiful word appears to have begun far back in the earliest period of the Anglo-Saxon language. Its first usage indicates that it was formed by combining two words, one of which still exists in the
form of fee, the other of which meant to lay or to lay down. The word is a picture of how a number of men
when forming an association contribute equal shares toward its costs, or else make over to it equal shares of
property. This equality of membership is still the principal point on its meaning as used in the Masonic
lodge. In Operative times an Apprentice became a Fellow of the Craft when he became a full member, on a
par with all other members, and with the same rights and duties. The two words became used as the name of
the second degree, and Master as the name of the third. In the historical and technical sense of the word,
Freemasonry is a fellowship because all the members of a lodge have the same rights, duties, and privileges.

What is the meaning of CRAFT?
Many centuries ago the earliest ancestors of Anglo-Saxon peoples had a word that meant power and strength,
and was spelled in some such form as kraefr. After it had been transplanted to England it took on the additional meaning of skill, trained hands, cleverness, and subtlety (which is retained in the word crafty). At one
time what are now called the Seven Liberal Arts and Sciences in the Monitor were the basis of a University
education. In the Middle Ages all trained workmen were in guilds, societies, and fraternities, therefore craft
came to be the name given to any one of the skilled trades or arts in general.
Speculative Freemasonry continues, in one aspect of it, to be a craft, partly because it is organized, partly because the members of its lodges are skilled in the Masonic arts, and more particularly because of the ritualistic
art of making Masons.

What are the basic teachings of the second degree?
As the Entered Apprentice degree, with its moral instruction, is symbolic of YOUTH and the preparatory period of life, the Fellowcraft degree is symbolic of MANHOOD with its increased duties and obligations.
Here the candidate is urged, literally and symbolically, to advance his education, particularly in the fields of
history, science and the liberal arts, that he may occupy with honor his place in the great structure of human
society.
William Preston (1742-1818), from whom came a generous portion of modern Masonic Ritual, evidently intended the Fellowcraft degree to be the beginning of a liberal education, and indeed, in his day it was. Today
every schoolboy is familiar with most of the facts presented by this degree, but he knows nothing of its symbolic interpretation, of course, or that it is intended to be an open door to further study.
A learned Past Grand Master of Iowa has written: "The Fellowcraft degree symbolizes that period of life when
(Continued on page 14)
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a man prepares for life's work and strives to erect his spiritual Temple agreeably to the designs drawn on the
Trestle Board.
As a Fellowcraft, you receive more light in Masonry, you are invested with the working tools so necessary for
the tasks of manhood; you are encouraged to continue in the acquisition of knowledge, in the cultivation of the
mind, and the search for Truth.‖

What is the objective of the lecture in the Fellowcraft degree?
No matter how well-grounded a candidate may be in the subjects covered by the Middle Chamber lecture, he
is not, nor ever will be so learned that he may conscientiously cease his studies and rest on his laurels. It is
said that "Masonry is a progressive science." So must the acquisition of useful knowledge be continuously
progressive in the life of man, an ever onward march that never ceases, else he becomes stagnant and his position in society becomes less secure and less valuable to his fellow man. Freemasonry expects its votaries to
seek, to learn, and thus by precept and example to teach. Thus, and only thus, can the Craft carry out its human activity and accomplish its mission.
All useful knowledge rests upon ELEMENTARY fundamentals, and no matter how learned a man may be it is
desirable that frequently he should refocus his attention on these fundamentals to keep them in proper perspective and to remind him forcibly that the process of education never ceases. The Fellowcraft degree accomplishes this in an admirable manner, for it not only reviews the basic elements of education but in so doing it
automatically reminds the candidate of how far man has progressed in the acquisition of useful knowledge in
today's world. Thus, by contrast it sets before him a progressive pattern for the future.
Look around! Consider the elements that disturb daily lives all of them! Quickly the realization will come that
most of the burdens borne by mankind result from the departure by the world's people from the simple truths,
the fundamentals which must guide the human race if it ultimately is to find real happiness which lies only on
the path to Truth!
Thus the Middle Chamber lecture, with its elementary fundamentals, presents a logical approach to Truth and
permits the candidate to view in true perspective the Grand Architect and His works.
The detailed discussion on the Five Orders of Architecture, which is a prominent part of the Middle Chamber
lecture, has several objectives. While it fixes the candidate's attention on the growth and importance of architecture in general and by inference displays the magnitude of its influence on the progress of man it emphasizes, too, that architecture is a symbol of the very foundation of Freemasonry, which is a speculative science
derived from an Operative art.
Thanks to the GL of Missouri

You might be interested to learn that monastic churches which were cruciform in shape had a
door in the north transept called the SLYPE or The PORTE Dde MORTE. Its only function was to be
used at the death of one of the monks. They referred to it as a place of darkness. It gave access
from the church to the monks grave yard. When a monk died he was buried in his habit on the
NORTH side of the abbey where it was possible. He was buried without marker. The monks covered
his grave and then opened another in order to be prepared for the next death. In our lodges the
NORTH is without station and it is referred to as a place of darkness.
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Tomorrow
“Tomorrow is the most important thing in life; comes into us at midnight very clean. It's perfect when it arrives and it puts itself in our hands; it hopes we've learned something from yesterday."
-Bro. Marion R. Morrison, a famous English essayist.
The following are excellent words of instruction:

Tomorrow is indeed "another day" - fresh & inviting IF we approach it as such. Past failures
& regrets can be reversed if we embrace the new day. As Masons we can successfully approach tomorrow when we rely on the lessons gleaned from our "yesterdays" when we were
Entered, Passed & Raised. Perhaps even more importantly, those lessons are reinforced and
amplified by the context AND content of our current Stated meetings.
Context: were we well informed of the meeting? Do we receive an annual calendar, a
monthly newsletter, a phone call and/or an email notice? Did we enter into a well lit, clean,
inviting structure? Even an older brick or frame building can be refurbished and
dusted! Were we greeted (and did WE greet with equal warmth) in a true Brotherly
way? Did we enter the Lodge hall with an expectation that we would indeed be "given proper
instruction"?
Content: does the WM indeed put us to work and give us that proper instruction he pledged at
the opening of the Lodge? Does the JW see that none go away dissatisfied as he pledged to
do? As individual Masons we have a two-fold obligation to truly 'listen' but also to hold our
Officers to the obligations they took when invested with their offices.
Godparents pledge to assist the new parents in bringing their children up in faith. As members
of our respective Lodges, we have made it a sworn duty to support our officers but also to
share our high expectations AND willingness to assist in meeting those expectations. Do we
give constructive feedback to our Officers and to whoever presents programs of Masonic education? Do we applaud Officers and Brothers whom offer particularly good lessons? Do we
actively participate in a civil way and gently discourage those who would bring disharmony to
the meeting? Tonight's meeting will become our "yesterday" - let us insure it is an instructive
one for all present.
So my Brothers, embrace that clean tomorrow with the lessons of yesterday, finding the proverbial silver lining in every cloud. Masonic education & philosophy should always be of the
"glass half full" attitude. Our tomorrows will indeed be less stained by the superfluities of
life. Perhaps these sound like worn out catch phrases but truly consider the truths they reveal.
Did you think the above was written by Brother Marion R. Morrison?
It was written by another Iowa-born Brother by his name in later life: John Wayne.
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Now for the rest of the story - Part Two—I do not know who wrote this version of
Bro. Steele’s life, as I found it in a box of papers passed on to me by another Bro. If
anyone recognizes the author, please let me know so they can be acknowledged.
The story has been broken down into three parts over the next three Newsletters.
Hope enjoy reading it as much as I did.

PART 11
Another of Sam's more memorable assignment also came in
1877 when he accompanied Commissioner Macleod to Fort
Walsh in the Cypress Hills, near the present Alberta‑Saskatchewan boundary, to confer with Chief Sitting Bull. Sitting Bull had just brought
his people into Canada after annihilating General George Custer and his 7th Cavalry
at the Little Big Horn River in Montana. Sitting Bull hoped that in Canada his people
would escape the wrath of the United States Army.
Steele was favorably impressed with General Terry and his escort of American infantry soldiers who came to Fort Walsh to try to persuade Chief Sitting Bull to return to
the United States. Obviously Sitting Bull did not share Steele's admiration, for he refused to go back. He accused General Terry of lying and the American government of
cheating and stealing Indian lands. It would be many more years before the Sioux
would return to their homeland, but that is another story.
Meanwhile Steele was never short of work. Horse stealing had been an honorable
tradition among the prairie Indians for nearly 150 years before the NWMP came, and
just because the red‑coated policemen frowned on the practice, it did not make it an
evil thing in the eyes of most Indians. Consequently, Steele and his men were often
out day and night trying to steer the culprits on a new course. As he wrote: "Parties
had to be sent out at all hours looking for horse thieves; to make sudden raids on Indian camps to capture law breakers; to lie in ambush at far coulees or lonely fords to
head off criminals making for the U.S. border with their plunder or trying to escape a
warrant; or to intercept whisky outfits heading north from Montana to carry on their illicit trade..." Not surprisingly, Steele and his men were well‑seasoned lawmen, tough
but always fair. In 1894 they were sent across the Alberta‑British Columbia border to
police the Canadian Pacific Railway, which was then being pushed through the Rocky
Mountains via the Kicking Horse Pan.
The Mounties needed to be tough, for some very rough characters were working on
the line. Some of than men sold whisky, with the inevitable trouble that accompanied
this trade. Moreover, the British Columbia government was not much help. The
Mounted Police had jurisdiction over a strip of territory 10 miles on either side of the
railway rightof‑way, in which no liquor could be legally sold under the Federal Preser(Continued on page 17)
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vation of Peace Act. But there was nothing to prevent
bars being built outside this strip. Worse, the British Columbia government did not want to be deprived of what it
considered its legal right to revenue anywhere within the
province and sold liquor licences to almost anyone who
asked,
In Chief Inspector Steele, however, the boozers faced a
formidable foe. There was little he could do to stop the
bars from selling liquor, so he attacked the problem from
another angle. Anyone under the influence of alcohol
was introduced to the local lockup and heavily fined. To
go on a safe binge a worker had to walk at least 10
miles, and this distance was doubled when Steele persuaded the Dominion government to increase its domain
to 20 miles either side of the railway. If Steele could help
it, nothing was going to stop the CPR from going
through.
Surprisingly, with all the tough characters following the
construction gangs, there were only two killings during
the time the Mounties policed the British Columbia section of the line. One of these took place near a roadside
inn which was actually 22 miles south of Golden and
well outside of Steele's territory. The other was at Kicking Horse Flats where a small community consisting
mostly of saloons had sprung up.
At the Flats a group of American construction workers
were gathered in the tent of a Negro barber. One of the
men, a conductor and a Democrat, got into an argument
with the barber who was a republican. Something the
conductor said so angered the barber that he picked up
one of his razors and began slashing at everyone in
sight. Needless to say, he soon cleared the tent of all but
the conductor and his friend, a burly brakeman, who
were at the back of the tent and unable to get away. The
barber then made a run at the conductor, trying to disembowel him with a couple of mighty swipes. Fortunately he succeeded only in slicing through a couple of
layers of clothing. Before he could do any more damage,
The Beacon - Central District Masonic Newsletter
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Sir Samuel Benfield
Steele
January 5, 1849 ‑ January 30, 1919
One of the first members of the
North West Mounted Police,
Steele was responsible for defending the construction route of
the Canadian railway.
In 1898 he was sent to the Yukon
to establish border posts on the
White and Chiloot Passes, For
two years he was responsible for
keeping the peace, running the
mails, organizing firefighters and
instituting drainage, sewage and
garbage disposal and maintaining
a pure water supply for Dawson.
Taking a leave of absence from
the NWMP, Steele commanded
the Strathcona's Horse in South
Africa in 1900. From 1901 to
1906 he took charge of the South
African Constabulary, styled after
the NWMP.
During the First World War he
was promoted to major‑general,
commanding Canadian forces in
England.
Initiated: 6 Apr 1874 - Passed: 1
Jun, 1874 - Raised: 6 Jul 1874
Demitted: i9 Jan 1892
Lisgar Lodge No. 2, SeIkirk,
Manitoba
Affiliated: 5 mar 1892
Demitted: date unknown
Alberta Lodge No. 37 at
MacLeod, NWT
Affiliated 26 Jun 1886
Demitted 4 Jul 1889
Battle Lodge No. 38, Battleford,
Assiniboia
Source: Grand Lodge of Manitoba
A.F.A.M. records, copied from Grand
Lodge of British Columbia
web
site.18)
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the brakeman drew a revolver and shot the barber dead.
Naturally, the brakeman was apprehended by Steele's men and brought to trial. But it
was obviously a case of self-defense and the magistrate let the brakeman go.
Justice was not nearly as quickly administered when a Mr. Baird of Missoula, Montana, was shot on the trail three miles south of the stopping house known as the Hog
Ranche and an estimated $5,000 belonging to the company he worked for stolen. As
soon as Steele heard about the killing he sent two men in pursuit of the murderer. The
constables quickly located the spot where the killer had ambushed Baird and trailed
him to a Columbia River crossing, where they found his Winchester discarded in shallow water. Ironically, the Mounties apparently spent the night with the murderer at the
Second Crowing, now Revelstoke, but did not recognize him as the description given
them by Manuel Dainard, the murdered man's companion, in no way matched.
Damard, it seems, gave a false description, because "Bull Dog" Kelly, the murderer,
had threatened to return and kill him if he talked.
This was one can when the Mounties did not get their man.
After Christmas, 1884, Steele moved his headquarters from Golden to Beaver River,
then a mile from the end of the rails. In this area was located as unsavory a bunch of
hooligans as could be found anywhere. They had set up a number of bars and were
preying on the construction workers by rolling any foolish enough to get drunk on their
poisonous booze. Because the railway's chief engineer, James Ross, would not allow
his trains to bring in food to this tough segment, they generally got their supplies by
stealing them. Consequently the police had their hands full. Then, as if there were not
trouble enough, the railroad workers went on strike.
All through February and March of 1885 dozens of workers complained to Steele that
their pay was being held up and that they would strike if it did not soon come through.
Sam tried to persuade them to be patient. "Your pay is guaranteed by the Canadian
Government," he told them. It did no good. The workers were agitated by rowdies
who had worked on the Northern Pacific Railway in the United States and, on April 1,
they walked off the job.
In the meantime Steele had received a telegram from the Lieutenant‑Govemor of the
North West Territories saying a rebellion, led by Louis Riel, had broken out in Saskatchewan. "Come out of the mountains at once and bring your men," the telegram
said.
"Cannot come," replied Steele. "The workers have gone out on strike."
(Continued on page 19)
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Next came an urgent wire from the Mayor of Calgary: "For God's sake come! There is
danger of an attack by the Blackfeet!"
Again Steele replied: "Cannot come; wire the Lieutenant-Governor."
Steele expected trouble from the workers and it was not long in coming. A couple of
days after the strike began, Sergeant William Fury and three constables had to hold
off a large crowd of armed men, who were trying to stop a train‑load of track‑layers
from working. Fortunately the Mounties met the mob, who were firing revolvers and
raising a fearful uproar, at the mouth of the narrow Beaver River Canyon and were
able to stand them off without anyone getting hurt. When the strikers saw that Fury
and his men would not back down, they decided to call it a day and let the track‑layers go to work.
During this time Steele had been incapacitated with a severe case of flu. And while
Fury was engaging the strikers in the canyon, Constable Kerr had gone to the end of
steel to purchase a bottle of medicine for his boss. On his way back he heard one of
the troublemakers trying to incite a group of strikers to attack the Mounted Police barracks. He immediately tried to arrest the rabble-rouser, but suffered a severe purnmelling from the strikers for his trouble, and was forced to leave without his intended
prisoner. A few minutes later Kerr met Sergeant Fury, who brought the news to Steele.
"It's a pity he attempted the arrest without enough help," said an unhappy Steele. "But
what is done is done. Now we've got to take that man at all costs – we can't let the
rest of the gang think they can play with us. Take whatever men you need, Fury, and
bring that man in!"'
Off went Fury, only to return a little later with a torn jacket. "The gang took the prisoner away from us." he told Steele.
"That is too bad," replied Steele a little sarcastically. "Now take your revolvers and
shoot anyone who tries to interfere with the arrest!"
Fury was off again, this time taking with him Constables Fane, Craig and Walters. A
few minutes later a shot rang out and George Hope Johnston, a federally appointed
magistrate who acted as Steele's deputy and became Sam's close friend, intoned solemnly, "There's one of them gone to hell, Steele!"
The two men stepped to the office window to see Constables Craig and Walters dragging a man across the bridge that separated the police barracks from the shanty-town
of Beaver River. The prisoner was kicking and cursing, and ably abetted by a woman
(Continued on page 20)
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dressed in red who was shrieking and calling the Mounties some very uncomplimentary names. Although very weak from his illness, Steele grabbed a rifle and ran out to
help Fury and Fane, who were trying to keep the mob from crossing the bridge.
"Arrest that woman and bring her along!" he shouted to Fane, and to the menacing
mob he gave a stem warning: "Hold it right there or we'll open fire!"
The mob answered with jeers and curses. "Look at the bastard," said one. "His own
deathbed makes no difference to him."
Sam may have looked as though he was not long for this world, but his stance indicated quite plainly that if he was to depart from it, he would be taking a few strikers
with him. While he and his men covered the mob, Johnston read the Riot Act. Steele
again warned them to back off or he and his men would open fire. By this time quite a
number of well armed town citizens had gathered to back up the police. It was all that
was needed‑ the riot was over.
I turned out that the man Johnston thought had been sent to Hades was only
wounded by Sergeant Fury. He was treated by CPR doctors, fined $100 by Magistrate
Johnston and turned loose. Other strikers who were arrested were given the same
light punishment. It was all that was necessary for, on April 7, the workers received
their pay and the strike ended. That same day Steele left Fury to gather up the men
and horses of the little detachment and follow when everything was ready. Steele was
off for Calgary. By April 19, as a newly appointed major in charge of a group of
Mounted Police and hard riding cowboys known as Steele's Scouts, he was heading
north with the Alberta Field Force under Major General T. Bland Strange to help quell
the Riel's uprising of Metis and Indians.
The primary target of Steele's Scouts was Chief Big Bear's band of Plains Crees. Big
Bear's people, who were gathered at the Frog Lake Reserve some 150 miles northeast of Edmonton near what is now the Alberta Saskatchewan border, had massacred
nine white men who worked there and taken two white women prisoners. They had
then moved on to Fort Pitt, driven out the Mounted Police detachment stationed there,
torched the fort and captured all of the civilian residents. It would take a full chapter to
tell all of Steele's exploits as he guided the Alberta Field Force in a relentless pursuit
of Big Bear. Briefly, during the chase in which several pitched battles were fought and
Sergeant William Fury wounded, Big Bear's band was gradually split up and most of
his prisoners taken from him. Finally, on July 2, the chief was captured by Sergeant
Smart and Constables Sullivan, Nicholson and Kerr. Meanwhile, General Frederick
Middleton's army, which had been sent earlier from Ontario, had pretty well finished
mopping up the rest of the rebellious forces. The North West Rebellion was over.
(Continued on page 21)
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By a strange quirk of fate, General Middleton gained most of the credit for putting
down the rebellion and was awarded a knighthood by Queen Victoria and $20,000 by
the Canadian Government. General Strange, a retired British general who had left his
ranch near the Blackfoot Reserve near Gleichen to lead the Alberta Field Force, and
whose troops had been solely responsible for tracking down Big Bear's Army, was
awarded little more than a pat on the back. The general, however, knew good work
when he saw it and he mentioned Steele in dispatches. "Major Steele and his cavalry," he noted, "were the eyes, ears and feelers of the force, and their spirited pursuit
of Big Bear crowned with success a long, weary march ......
The citizens of Calgary were equally appreciative of Steele's work and feted him at a
banquet where they presented him with a valuable diamond ring. But Steele had no
time to rest on his laurels. After a quick trip to Winnipeg, he was again off to British
Columbia to resume duties as Commissioner of Police for the Canadian government.
He was not too surprised to find that law and order had been well enforced during his
absence by his old friend, George Johnston, and his federally appointed group of special constables ‑ not that he had been given much help from the provincial magistrate
who apparently did not like federal people butting into his territory. Consequently, an
argument as to who had jurisdiction over what went on almost daily. It ended abruptly
on November 7, 1885, however, when Donald A. Smith, later Lord Strathcona, drove
the last spike at a spot now known as Craigellachie and the CPR was completed. In
recognition of his service, Steele was invited to accompany a trainload of dignitaries
on an excursion to the Pacific.
After that he returned to the mountains, but soon the Mounted Police, along with most
of the railroad engineers and contractors, left in two long trains. Apparently few of the
men enjoyed the confines of the towering Rockies, for when the trains emerged from
the Bow River Pass onto the rolling prairies, there was a loud shout, "Hurrah, civilization at last!"
Steele, too, was happy to be back on his beloved plains. He was not, however, happy
with some of the changes that had taken place since the arrival of the NWMP 11
years before. The buffalo herds that had seemed to be inexhaustible in 1874 were all
but gone. The Indians were bemoaning the loss and the Metis buffalo hunters, who,
10 years before, were a happy‑go‑lucky people with a plentiful supply of game, were
now eking out a living gathering the bones of the once mighty herds and selling them
for some $2 a ton to sugar factories in the United States. During the late 1880s and
early '90s thousands of tons of buffalo bones were gathered and shipped out, leaving
anyone who came later with the impression that the great hump‑backed beasts must
have been figments of overly active imaginations.
(Continued on page 22)
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There were other things that irked Steele. While at Battleford during the trials of some
of Big Bear's people, he learned that although many members of the NWMP had
served more time putting down the Rebellion than had many army troops, they were
not eligible when campaign medals were awarded in June of 1886. The Mounties did
not get their medals until a full three years after the campaign.
Then there were the liquor laws. "Our powers under it," wrote Steele, "were so great‑
in fact so outrageous‑ that no self-respecting member of the corps, unless directly ordered, cared to exert them to the full extent." The police had the power to enter any
private dwelling without a warrant, to confiscate any liquor found there and to arrest
the occupants. "This state of affairs continued for some years, despite the fact that
the judges quashed nearly every conviction brought before them," he claimed. He did
not think that the law passed earlier to save the Indians from extinction should apply
to the settlers now flocking in. "It was an insult to free people," he thought.
In January of 1887 Steele was transferred to Lethbridge, but did not stay there long.
In May he received new orders. There was trouble with the Indians in the East
Kootenay district of British Columbia and the few whites there feared for their lives.
Steele's orders were explicit: Take Inspectors Wood and Huot and 75 men and
straighten things out.
To be continued in a future Newsletter

(Continued from page 9)

9. Good judgment comes from experience, and a lot of that comes from bad judgment.
10. If you're riding ahead of the herd, take a look back every now and then to make sure it's still there.
11. Lettin' the cat outta the bag is a whole lot easier'n puttin' it back.
12. After eating an entire bull, a mountain lion felt so good he started roaring.
He kept it up until a hunter came along and shot him.
The moral: When you're full of bull, keep your mouth shut.

ABOUT GROWING OLDER...
First ~Eventually you will reach a point when you stop lying about your age and start bragging about it.
Second ~ The older we get, the fewer things seem worth waiting in line for.
(Continued on page 25)
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Ever wonder where the “Riding the Goat”
stories came from? The picture on the left
is the front cover of the last edition of the
DeMoulin Bros. Catalog published in 1930.
The picture on the right is a republished
version of the catalogue which can be purchased online through Julia Suits web site
at:
http://www.juliasuits.net/
The final 1930 catalogue can also
be viewed in its entirety at the
phoenixmasonry web site. It is a
real fun read...
http://www.phoenixmasonry.org/
masonicmuseum/demoulin/
index.htm

While you are visiting this web site,
visit the rest of their Masonic Museum - a fantastic collection of artefacts. They also have many older
Masonic books.
(Note: Although Freemasons joke about "Riding
the Goat" with their new initiates they never engaged in this activity inside of any Masonic
Lodge.)
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Magnets will help keep scoliosis patient out of the operating room.
Portland, Ore.- Surgeons at Shriners Hospitals for Children®Portland have received FDA compassionate approval, to use
the Phenix Rod for the first time in North America. Beckem
Nimmo, born in Surrey, British Columbia, Canada will be the
first recipient.
The Phenix Rod, made of cobalt chrome, is a growing rod inserted next to the spine
for the treatment of early onset scoliosis. Surgeons insert the metal rod and attach it
to spine at both ends of the spinal curve. Unlike other growing rod systems which require surgery every six months to lengthen the rods, this specially designed rod can
be gradually lengthened from outside of the skin, avoiding the need for general anesthesia and an incision. Parents have a magnetic device they hold over their child’s
back and rotate to extend the rod. They turn the magnet once a day to lengthen the
rod by 0.2mm. Over time the rod grows with the child, avoiding the need for repeat
surgery to manually lengthen it.
The magnetic growing rod was designed by the French engineer Arnaud Soubeiran
and used successfully in Australia and Europe. Soubeiran came personally to Portland to educate the family about the rod lengthening procedure.
Beckem is a curious and determined 5 year old who lives every moment in the present, but his life is not without complications. Born with a rare neurological disorder he
has already endured surgery to release a tethered spinal cord and several noninvasive treatments for severe infantile scoliosis including a specialized casting technique
and halo traction which have helped slow the progression of his curve.
“Beckem is such a great candidate for this special rod because of his age, size and
the severity of his spinal curve. His additional medical issues made repeat procedures
requiring general anesthesia particularly difficult,” said his surgeon J.Ivan Krajbich
M.D.
In patients who have reached skeletal maturity the course of treatment is to fuse the
vertebra together, however in children the course of treatment is considerably different.
“Kids are not just little adults, you can’t treat them the same way you would an
adult. They need to grow and have room for their organs to grow with them too,” said
Dr. Krajbich.
(Continued on page 25)
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Beckem’s family chose to come to Shriners Hospitals for Children® in Portland to receive care for Beckem, because of the high quality of the spinal deformity program in
Portland and the lengthy wait for surgery in Vancouver, Canada.
Shriners Hospitals for Children® is the only pediatric hospital system in the United
States that provides care and services regardless of the patients’ ability to pay. Shriners Hospital is one of the largest pediatric sub-specialty health care systems and has
the one of the largest full-time staff of pediatric orthopaedic surgeons in the U.S.
Al Azhar - (Calgary) - Red Deer Unit
Meetings - 3rd Wed. Freemason Hall, 4811-52nd Street, Red Deer, AB,
Pres.: Glen English 403-314-2145; 1st Vice: Bill Canning 403-346-4414;
Secretary: Noble Ed Whitenett 403-341-5089
Al Shamal - (Edmonton) - Regional Club: Battle River
Contacts: Cliff McDermott - Red Deer ccmcde@shaw.ca
Don Anderson - Stettler - darand@telusplanet.net

(Continued from page 22)

Third ~ Some people try to turn back their odometers. Not me; I want people to know 'why' I look this way.
I've traveled a long way, and some of the roads weren't paved.
Fourth ~ When you are dissatisfied and would like to go back to youth, think of Algebra.
Fifth ~ You know you are getting old when everything either dries up or leaks.
Sixth ~ I don't know how I got over the hill without getting to the top.
Seventh ~ One of the many things no one tells you about aging is that it's such a nice change from being
young.
Eighth ~ One must wait until evening to see how splendid the day has been.
Ninth ~ Being young is beautiful, but being old is comfortable.
Tenth ~ Long ago, when men cursed and beat the ground with sticks, it was called witchcraft.
Today it's called golf.
And, finally ~ If you don't learn to laugh at trouble, you won't have anything to laugh at when you're old.
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The Stranger
A few years after I was born, my Dad met a stranger who was new to our small town.
From the beginning, Dad was fascinated with this enchanting newcomer and soon invited him to live with our family. The stranger was quickly accepted and was around
from then on.
As I grew up, I never questioned his place in my family. In my young mind, he had a
special niche. Mom taught me good from evil, and Dad taught me to obey. But the
stranger, he was our storyteller. He would keep us spellbound for hours on end with
adventures, mysteries and comedies.
If I wanted to know anything about politics, history or science, he always knew the answers about the past, understood the present and even seemed able to predict the
future! He took my family to the first major league ball game. He made me laugh,
and he made me cry. The stranger never stopped talking, but Dad didn't seem to
mind.
Sometimes, Mom would get up quietly while the rest of us were shushing each other
to listen to what he had to say, and she would go to the kitchen for peace and
quiet. (I wonder now if she ever prayed for the stranger to leave.)
Dad ruled our household with certain moral convictions, but the stranger never felt obligated to honor them. Profanity, for example, was not allowed in our home, not from
us, our friends nor any visitors.
Our long-time visitor, however, got away with four-letter words that burned my ears
and made my dad squirm and my mother blush. My Dad didn't permit the liberal use
of alcohol, but the stranger encouraged us to try it on a regular basis.
He made cigarettes look cool, cigars manly and pipes distinguished. He talked freely
about sex. His comments were sometimes blatant, sometimes suggestive, and generally embarrassing.
I now know that my early concepts about relationships were influenced strongly by
the stranger. Time after time, he opposed the values of my parents, yet he was seldom rebuked and NEVER asked to leave.
More than fifty years have passed since the stranger moved in with our family. He
has blended right in and is not nearly as fascinating as he was at first. Still, if you
could walk into my parents' den today, you would still find him sitting over in his corner, waiting for someone to listen to him talk and watch him draw his pictures.
His name? - - - - We just call him 'TV.
The Beacon - Central District Masonic Newsletter
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A new Mason often asks - what books should I read to find out more about Freemasonry? This is a personal
as each person has their favourites - so what is a new Mason to do. The following is the reading lists of a
few well respected Mason and should serve as a starting point for Masonic Research. These lists may be
dated as some of them are from 1995 - but if nothing else they are a starting point. Many of the books may
be found in your Lodge library or can be obtained through your local library or through the Grand Lodge of
Alberta Library. Many of these books can also be found on-line.
CURTIS LIST - Richard Curtis is the Editor of The Northern Light the SMJ publication.
(In order of preference)
1. The Craft and Its Symbols, Allen E. Roberts, 1974
2. Freemasonry: A Celebration of the Craft, John Hamill and R. A. Gilbert (ed.), 1992
3. A Pilgrim's Path, John J. Robinson, 1993
4. A Comprehensive View of Freemasonry, Henry Wilson Coil, 1973
5. Freemasonry in American History, Allen E. Roberts, 1985
6. Coil's Masonic Encyclopedia, Henry Wilson Coil, 1961
7. Masonic Trivia &Facts, Allen E. Roberts, 1994
8. Masonic Membership of the Founding Fathers, Ronald E. Heaton, 1965
9. 10,000 Famous Freemasons, William R. Denslow, 1957
10. Tied to Masonic Apron Strings, Stewart M. L. Pollard, 1969
HERBOLD'S LIST - Ralph A. Herbold is the editor of the Southern California Research Lodge publications.
(In order of preference)
1. The Craft and Its Symbols, Allen E. Roberts, 1974
2. A Comprehensive View of Freemasonry, Henry Wilson Coil, 1973
3. Born in Blood, John J. Robinson, 1989
4. William Preston and His Work, Colin Dyer, 1987
5. Workman Unashamed, Christopher Haffner, 1989
6. A Pilgrim's Path, John J. Robinson, 1993
7. House Undivided, Allen E. Roberts, 1961
8. Masonic World Guide, Kent Henderson, 1984
9. The Freemason at Work, Harry Carr, 1976
10. Miracle at Philadelphia, Catherine Drinker Bowen, 1966
JACKSON'S LIST - Thomas W. Jackson is the Grand Secretary for the Grand Lodge of Pennsylvania and
book reviewer for The Northern Light.
(In order of preference)
1. A Pilgrim's Path, John J. Robinson, 1993,
2. House Undivided, Allen E. Roberts, 1961
3. The Builders, Joseph Fort Newton, 1914
4. Born in Blood, John J. Robinson, 1989
5. Freemasonry: A Celebration of the Craft, John Hamill & R. A. Gilbert (ed.), 1992
6. The Mystic Tie, Allen E. Roberts, 1991
7. The Temple and the Lodge, Michael Baigent & Richard Leigh, 1989
8. The Clergy and the Craft, Forrest D. Haggard, 1970
9. Freemasonry in American History, Allen E. Roberts, 1985
10. The Boy Who Cried Wolf, Richard Thorn, 1995

(Continued on page 28)
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McLEOD'S LIST - Wallace McLeod is professor of classics at Victoria College, University of Toronto,
and past president of the Philalethes Society.
(In order of preference)
1. Freemasons' Guide and Compendium, Bernard E. Jones, 1950, 1956
2. Coil's Masonic Encyclopedia, Henry Wilson Coil, 1961
3. The Freemason at Work, Harry Carr, 1976
4. Freemasonry: A Celebration of the Craft, John Hamill & R. A. Gilbert (ed.), 1992
5. The Pocket History of Freemasonry, Fred L. Pick & G. Norman Knight, 1953
6. Whither Are We Traveling?, Dwight L. Smith, 1962
7. The Master's Book, Carl H. Claudy, 1935
8. Key to Freemasonry's Growth, Allen E. Roberts, 1969
9 . The Early Mason* Catechisms, Douglas Knoop, G. P. Jones, & Douglas Hamer, 1953, 1963
10. A Pilgrim's Path, John J. Robinson, 1993
NORMAND'S LIST - Pete Normand is a Past Master of the Texas Lodge of Research and was editor of the
former American Masonic Review.
(alphabetical)
1. Coil's Masonic Encyclopedia, Henry Wilson Coil, 1961
2. The Freemason at Work, Harry Carr, 1976
3. Freemasonry in American History, Allen E. Roberts, 1985
4. Freemasonry Through Six Centuries, Henry Wilson Coil, 1966
5. Freemasons' Guide and Compendium, Bemard E. Jones, 1950, 1956
6. Masonic World Guide, Kent W. Henderson, 1984
7. A Pilgrim's Path, John J. Robinson, 1993
8. The Rise and Development of Organized Freemasonry, Roy A. Wells, 1986
9. Workman Unashamed, Christopher Haffner, 1989
10. World Freemasonry: An Illustrated History, John Hamill & R. A. Gilbert, 1991
Last but not least:
Kopp’s List - RE Bro. Kopp is the Grand Secretary of the Grand Lodge of Alberta and he has provided a list
of books he feels every Freemason should read. There are links to most of these books on the DDGM web
page at:
http://www.mastermason.com/Beacon190/ddgm.htm


Introduction to Freemasonry
I - Entered Apprenticed - by Carl H. Claudy
II - Fellowcraft - by Carl H. Claudy
III - Master Mason - by Carl H. Claudy



Foreign Countries - Passport Knowledge - by Carl H. Claudy



The Meaning of Masonry - by W.L. Wilmshurst



The Spirit of Masonry - by Foster Bailey



Master's Wages - by Carl H. Claudy
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Concordant Bodies
Ancient and Accepted Scottish Rite, Lodge of Perfection, Central Valley
Meetings: 3rd Tuesday, 8:00 pm
Freemason Hall, 4722 - 49B Ave, Lacombe, AB
Contact Jim Innes, 403-343-3086
Royal Arch, Lebanon #38
Meetings: Third Thursday
Apollo Lodge Hall, 5114-50 Ave Stettler, AB
Contact: Jim Lockhart, jlockhart@xplorenet.com 403-742-5775
Mountain View #1 (Olds) 1st Tuesday - Venus #2 (Red Deer) 2nd Monday
Alexandra #4 (Lacombe) 2nd Tuesday - Victoria #14 (Stettler) 3rd Monday
Innisfail #37 (Innisfail) 1st Thur. - Battle River #47(Ponoka) 3rd Thursday
Al Azhar - (Calgary) - Red Deer Unit
Meetings - 3rd Wed. Freemason Hall, 4811-52nd Street, Red Deer, AB, Pres.:
Glen English 403-314-2145; 1st Vice: Bill Canning 403-346-4414;
Secretary: Noble Ed Whitenett 403-341-5089
Al Shamal - (Edmonton) - Regional Club: Battle River
Contacts: Cliff McDermott - Red Deer ccmcde@shaw.ca
Don Anderson - Stettler - darand@telusplanet.net
Editor’s Comments: - This newsletter is not an official Masonic publication and does not express the policies or
opinions of any specific Masonic Lodge, District or Grand Lodge.
So go ahead and enjoy it as my gift to you. If you have any ideas or suggestions to improve it let me know - I will
always listen, I may not do anything about it, but I will listen. I would love to publish some of the stories from
around the District or even Alberta. Stories about individuals, Lodge happenings or histories of Lodges.
This newsletter will not be published in paper format, but feel free to print it out and pass on to a brother.
Are you your brother’s keeper? Several Masons in the
The subscription list for this newsletter came from the
District do not have access to computers &/or the Internet.
CDMEL (Central District Masonic Email List). If you
If you know of such a Bro. And you think this newsletter is
would rather not receive this Newsletter, let me know
worth while, why not print off a copy to pass on. Another
and I will remove your name - Your name will not be re- idea - if you would like a copy, but do not have a computer,
moved from the CDMEL unless you specifically request it. ask your son or grandson to print it for you - he may get an
idea of what it is you do at that secret Lodge!
If you would like to be added to the subscription list
send me an email.
W. Bro. Clark Johnston, Beacon #190, cjohnst@telus.net
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